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“More than 82% of employees were found to strive

towards improved Economic benefits, savings,

and financial planning almost on par with

Health-related benefits.” – SHRM Employee

Benefits Survey 2022.

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, organizations

across the globe were forced to rapidly adapt, which

included changing their benefits offerings to help

employees survive the pandemic's sweeping

economic effects. These shifting practices are

continuing to evolve as businesses return to a "new

normal" of hybrid work arrangements.

SHRM’s employee benefits survey 2022 reflects an

increased appreciation for the impact that the

benefits have in fostering employee well-being as

well as in attracting and retaining talent in a tight

labor market. The Year-on-Year comparison of the

benefits survey indicates that Employer- rankings on

the importance of benefits have shifted drastically

towards Economic aspects of wellbeing like

retirement savings, financial planning, cost of living

etc. across generations (Millennials, Gen Z and

Baby Boomers).

While during the first part of the COVID-19

pandemic, employers felt health, leave and flexible

work benefits were most important to offer to their

employees, various studies (SHRM Benefits Study,

2022; Deloitte’s Gen Z & Millennial Survey 2022)

later revealed that

– Over 30% feel that financial benefits should be

given more importance amongst all other

employee benefits categories compared to FY

2020-21.

– Financial stress has been identified as the

greatest concern in 2022 for Gen Zs (29%) and

Millennials (36%) stemming from everyday

complexities of life like high cost of living (e.g.,

housing, transport, bills, etc.).
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Concerns about the cost of living may be a symptom

of the times, given high levels of inflation, but they

also speak to issues that employees have been

expressing for years: they don’t feel financially

secure and at a broader societal level, are deeply

concerned about wealth inequality.

• Almost half of Gen Zs (46%) and Millennials

(47%) live paycheque to paycheque and worry

they won’t be able to cover their expenses. *

• More than a quarter of Gen Zs (26%) and

Millennials (31%) are not confident they will be

able to retire comfortably. *

• Around three-quarters of Gen Zs (72%) and

Millennials (77%) agree that the gap between the

richest and poorest people in their country is

widening. *

• As many as 43% of Gen Zs and 33% of

Millennials have a second part or full-time paying

job in addition to their primary job amidst

financial unease. *

• A small, but growing percentage are also moving

to less expensive cities with remote jobs.

The 2022 Global Benefits Attitudes Survey** of

more than 9,600 U.S. employees at large and

midsize companies, by Willis Towers Watson during

December 2021 and January 2022, complements

the SHRM study to reveal:

• 60% of respondents cited their employers'

retirement benefits, that support their financial

goals, as an important reason they remain with

their current employer, compared with 41% in

2010.

• Nearly half said their company's retirement

programs (47%) and health care benefits (48%)

were important reasons why they joined their

employers, versus 25% and 32% who said so in

2010, respectively.
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Globally, while employees still look at pay as the most compelling reason to stay or leave a company, Wellness

& financial benefits have become a much more significant factor in their decision-making

This white paper aims to share how financial wellbeing has taken the center

stage to become an effective employee engagement tool.

Deep dive discussions with over 60 CHROs and Senior leaders across

different locations in India along with inputs from 520 employees from diverse

employers through an online survey, brought forth the need to integrate this

agenda with people strategy on priority, considering the capricious talent

landscape.

Studies reveal that Covid has fuelled the financial stress experienced by all

generations of the workforce. Employees are now turning to their

organizations as a holistic wellbeing partner and organizations are equally

eager to partner as they realise the numerous benefits holding financial

wellbeing at the fulcrum can bring to their employee value proposition.

01.

02.

03.



What does financial wellness mean

to employees?

Financial Wellness is the effective management of

one's economic life to gain financial security

throughout one’s lifetime. It is about being

empowered with the necessary financial education

to be able to invest in the right financial instruments

to meet future financial savings goals.

Organizations should empower and enable overall

financial wellness of the employees with the goal to

make them net savers. The spend and save

dimensions should be focussed to set the cadence

of financial discipline in employees.

Financial wellbeing covers some or all aspects like –

• Being in full control of your expenses

(daily/monthly/yearly).

• Having the capacity to sustain financial shocks in

the future.

• Staying on track with both short-term and long-

term goals.

• Avoiding debt traps through mindful financial

planning.

Financial wellbeing is unique to each individual

because finances are very personal, and everyone’s

circumstances are different. But until recently,

employers paid little attention to their employees’

personal financial circumstances beyond providing

standard retirement savings plans, safety net

insurance and health savings accounts.

A study by SHRM revealed that the number of

people experiencing financial stability is steadily

decreasing since the pandemic from 68% to

something as low as 41%.

However, multiple studies have revealed a steady

decrease that employees are experiencing in

financial stability thereby negatively impacting their

happiness, satisfaction, and performance at work*.

Although most employers had not planned to

drastically increase financial wellness benefits until

the recent past, both working and unemployed

population appreciate and are increasingly seeking

these offerings. With inflation outpacing salary

gains, employers are feeling more responsible for

employees' financial wellness as it directly impacts

employee productivity and satisfaction.

Impact of Financial Stress on

1. People

• While disposal disposable income of an average

household has increased over the years, ways to

spend have bourgeoned; pushing the employees

to look for avenues to help bridge liquidity gaps

which in most cases are short-term, non-capital

expenditures.

• The challenge of making ends meet has pivoted

towards the continuous task of month-to-month

existence leaving little room for employees to

plan for retirement. A reliable financial support

source will aid commitment to investments to

derive long-term benefits (Housing Emi gap,

Education loan, lifestyle expenses etc).

• Workers who believe their employers don't care

about their well-being—physical, emotional, and

financial—often feel less engaged at work and

are more likely to seek employment elsewhere.

This may especially be true when they are

experiencing anxiety about their financial

situation.

2. Organizations

• Any wellbeing stress has a direct impact on

productivity and employee stickiness. This

impact is magnified during tight talent trends

piquing organizations.

• Organizations being in the dark about the

employee stress quotient doesn’t negate its

existence but puts them at a considerable

disadvantage to respond suitably to the situation.

• Lose a competitive edge in attracting high-quality

talent and retaining employees if organizations

don’t focus on employee financial wellbeing.

68%
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41%

Decreasing rate of 

financial stability



• Fewer than 1 in 10 (9%) working population talk

to a practitioner about the health impact they’ve

experienced due to financial stress. Even fewer

(6%) contact a financial advisor because of

their financial stress* (SHRM MS Report)

Further, a few conspicuous benefits of

strong financial wellbeing programs,

highlighted during the roundtable

discussion are

• Conciliates employee expectation: Financial

wellness will soon become a must-have facet and

an integral part of the overall wellness program in

an organization. More than 90% of over 500

respondents agreed in the online survey that,

financial wellness cannot be ignored and in the

next few years will become a hygiene factor instead

of a good-to-have program (similar to ESG a

couple of years ago).

• Promotes employee engagement by building

awareness: A whopping 95% of the respondents

agreed that a lack of financial planning and

education often led employees to inculcate habits

of overspending and not saving which eventually

leads to financial stress.

• Improves employee productivity: 60% of the

respondents felt that a lack of financial wellness

had a direct impact on employee productivity and

lead to increased absenteeism as well. They

agreed that having a financial wellness program

would help reduce attrition and imbue feelings of

loyalty toward the organization.

• High ROI positively impacting employee

retention and belongingness: Financial wellness

programs result in tangible benefits for employers

and employees. 91% see higher employee

satisfaction when they offer tools and resources

that help employees manage their financial

wellbeing.

• Higher employee retention: Workers dealing with

high amounts of financial stress are less likely to be

satisfied at work, which leads to low retention rates.

• Better retirement readiness: When employees

are financially secure, they can fund their

retirement with ease leading to a lesser healthcare

burden on employers when workers retire younger.

• Improved job satisfaction: Instead of stressing

about not making enough money, employees can

fully enjoy what they do. As a result, working for

income becomes secondary.

• Holistic employee wellbeing partner: Employers

want to be seen as a one-stop solution provider for

all employee wellbeing needs. Over 80% of the HR

leaders felt that an earned salary access (ESA)

solution is a great tool that can help significantly

reduce financial stress among employees.

• Autonomy meets Anonymity: Securing

Employee Privacy always tops the charts for

organizations while exploring such sensitive

financial wellbeing solutions. The anonymity a

solution provides coupled with the convenience of

having access to liquidity in times of need

according to them would be a winner!

Clearly, organizations do not have the

luxury of not acting on this priority

anymore!
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YES

NO

CAN'T SAY Will Financial wellness become an organizational 

priority under employee experience? 

81%

12%

7%



Conversations with the HR leaders and an online survey with over 500+ participants brought out

three accelerating shifts in the space of Financial Well-being for future hybrid workplaces.
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Accelerating shifts for future hybrid workplaces

1. Interplay of Wellness 

and Inclusion Dimensions

75% felt that psychological wellness is

directly linked to financial wellness

2. Hyper-personalization 

is the future!

80% concurred over the need for their

organizations to first identify the different

personas and demographics existing

within their workplace thereby crafting a

benefits package that is relevant to each

cohort.

3. Earned Wage Access 

as the Future of Pay

Ability for employees to access their

salary as and when required than on

designated day. 90%+ users drawdown

salary towards a liability, health or

emergencies.



YES

NO

CAN'T SAY

Shift 1. Interplay of Wellness and

Inclusion Dimensions

“75% felt that psychological wellness is directly

linked to financial wellness.”

The robust interplay of wellness dimensions is

undeniable. Over 75% of the respondents during the

panel discussion with leaders across India, felt that

psychological wellness is directly linked to financial

wellness among other factors. Of these 50% also

felt that a lack of financial well-being may often

manifest itself in health issues and may predicate

lifestyle diseases such as hypertension.

The India story…

About 30 years ago, India was a country of savers.

Baby boomers and Generation X believed in earning

and saving for the future and retirement, purchasing

from their savings to accomplish their simple goals

without loans and debts as much as possible.

Government schemes like PF, Pensions, Gratuity,

etc. were enough to protect them for a lifetime. They

invested in co-operative fund schemes, LIC, Post

office, etc. that took care of their financial needs

even after retirement.

In the consumer-driven economy today, expenses

are higher than earnings, and making money do the

work for us is getting next to impossible. Majority of

the current working population is plagued by the

complexities of day-to-day living, leaving no room to

facilitate long-term saving and planning to alleviate

financial stress and thereby psychological stress.

The online survey conducted by SHRM India also

revealed that 98% of over 600 participants believed

that financial stability has a strong impact on mental

well-being at the workplace.

Organizational Gender parity is observed to be at

High-risk in organizations with more than 35% of

working women stating that their financial health/

situation has suffered due to the COVID-19

pandemic compared to 23% of working men (SHRM

MS Report).

Due to this interplay, employees are often looking

out for programs that will help them to alleviate their

financial strain. 80% of employees are concerned

about inflation, and 71% say the cost of living is

outpacing growth in their salary or wages. Amid this

financial stress, employees are seeking support

from their organizations, with 82% saying employers

should play a role in supporting their financial

wellness.
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Shift 2: Hyper-personalization is the

future!

Having uniform financial wellbeing programs for all

employees is no longer enough. Today,

organizations are talking about hyper-personalized

experiences and interventions. Providing such

interventions based on different employee personas

existing within the organization, is proven to provide

fairness and equity. Every employee’s financial

requirement is unique. While freshers may have

their priority as repaying their student loans, older

employees would be looking out for better

retirement benefits.

Over 80% of the leaders during the panel discussion

concurred over the need for their organizations to

first identify the different personas and

demographics existing within their workplace and

thereby crafting a benefits package that is relevant

to each cohort. Such hyper-personalized approach

is the need of the hour and enables a seamless

experience of providing customized solutions based

on real-time data which helps identify pain points for

each cohort.

Every financial wellness program, therefore, needs

to be curated specific to the company and tweaked

depending upon the sector/industry to which the

company belongs, taking into consideration the

different employee personas and their specific

needs.

Does financial stability impact mental 

well-being at the workplace?

98%

1%

1%



• Small amounts can be withdrawn, 

multiple times a month, enabling 

employees to have a backup for short-

term liquidity needs, as and when they 

arise.

• Such a program is discreet and hence 

employees have ease of mind as there 

is no societal stigma of shame 

attached.

• Improved cash flow for the 

organization.

• Reduction in administration effort 

especially when such requirements 

are outsourced to financial well-being 

partners.

• Encourages usage for genuine use 

cases. Helps in inculcating good 

financial habits within employees.

Shift 3: Earned Wage Access as the

Future of Pay

Experts are talking about how on-demand pay or

Earned Wage Access (EWA) can be the solution to

avoid financial stress faced by employees. Through

this program, employees can access their pay on a

daily or regular interval basis. Instead of receiving

their salary at the end of each month, employees can

withdraw their salary for the number of days worked,

at any given time, when in need.

Data from Jify showcases that 90%+ users

drawdown salary towards liability, health and

emergencies.

Ways in which EWA can help your organization and

employees:
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While there is a growing realization of this need, organizations are yet to understand the nuances of

implementation of such a plan. Few of the organizations who have already implemented the same have been

seeing their employees realize these benefits.

For Organizations For Employees

Testimonials of employees benefitting from EWA:

“My wife is pregnant, and the expenses have gone up. Instead of borrowing

from my younger brother or lenders at 3-5%, I use Jify to withdraw my salary

whenever I need”

“This month there were lots of expenses as we have Christmas

celebrations…needed Rs. 5,000 earlier, so I got it from Jify.”

“I took the advance because my credit card bill is due ... I have no money and

will only get paid after 10 days…Jify was very easy.”

“This is a great offering, my EMIs come due before I get paid and have to

always borrow else or then pay high fees if my cheque bounces.”



Any Financial wellness program that gives

employees a sense of control over their finances

would be highly successful. Organization’s role is

critical as it acts as a change enabler connecting the

dots between the provider and end user. They can

enable financial independence - much like their role

in corporate insurance. A successful financial

wellness agenda today and in future warrants a 360-

degree implementation roadmap which can be

achieved through the following:

• Adopt a compelling communication strategy:

In addition to one-on-one advice, seminars and

online tools, effective communication is key to a

successful financial wellness program. This can

be achieved by creating a financial wellness logo

or slogan, or an infographic pointing to research

on the benefits of financial wellness programs.

• Use targeted communication: Certain

segments of your workforce will value some

benefits more than others. Differences in the way

benefits are valued are common among men,

women, executives, managers, and line staff, for

instance. Tailor your message to each group to

show them how the benefits will help their unique

situations.

• Comprehensive guidance: Your employees are

facing issues as wide-ranging and unique as

they are, whether that might be paying off

significant student debt, financing or managing

health care costs, daily budgeting issues, elder

care challenges and everything in-between. For

a financial wellness program to truly make a

difference in a person’s life, it should address

financial needs both great and small with a

consistent breadth and depth of knowledge.

• Customizable content for employees at any

stage: For a financial wellness program to be

worth the time and money you’ll invest, it needs

to address every individual employee, regardless

of their age, financial status, stage of their

career, etc. A good financial wellness program

will offer the same level of individual assistance

to those employees still starting their careers as

it does to those raising families or approaching

retirement. A great one will make personalized

and customizable content available in an easy-

to-use, integrated, and intuitive platform.

• Timely insight into real-world issues: Your

financial wellness program needs to

acknowledge and validate that external factors

like mental health, chronic illness, gender or

racial inequality, and other inequities play a part

in your employees’ financial lives. Reality-based

financial tools are more likely to be used and

yield tangible results for the employee, and real

ROI for HR.

• Trustworthy, reliable security: A good financial

wellness application is encrypted and secure,

even at rest, with no one including employers

being able to access an individual’s delicate

financial information without the user’s

permission. Look for a financial wellness

program that prioritizes user security.

• A human touch: It’s easy to get lost in a flurry of

statistics and calculations when talking about

financial wellness, but at the end of the day,

financial security is key to emotional and

physical wellbeing. It’s time to demystify learning

about money: Your financial wellness program

should be fun and easy-to-use, run by a team

who cares about your employees as much as

you do.

All in all, an effective change management and

communication framework is most suitable while re-

designing and implementing a more nuanced

financial wellbeing strategy.
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The 360-degree implementation strategy

All in all, an effective change management

and communication framework is most

suitable while re-designing and implementing

a more nuanced financial wellbeing strategy.



CHANGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
• Tracking of metrics
• Employee feedback monitoring

STAKEHOLDER ALIGNMENT
• Identifying core teams, SPOCs
• Define RACI matrix
• Planning webinars/sessions

COMMUNICATE  & ENGAGE
• Planning and execution of pre-

launch, launch and post-launch 
communication plans

EMBED IN CULTURE
• Driving a culture of financial 

wellness in the organisation

DEFINE & IDENTIFY
• Objectives
• Impacted Departments
• Metrics
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Framework Metrics

Define & 

Identify

E.g. IA study on before and after output per user

E.g. Financial stress test results pre and post Jify

Stakeholder 

Alignment

# of on-time meetings with wider cohorts

# of Actionable insights from monthly/ quarterly reports

%age of snr team / HR team that has heard about Jify positively in 

the org

SPOC NPS for Jify

Communicate 

& Engage

% are aware of the benefits of Jify offered by the co.

% download & register Jify app

% transactors

% of employees save atleast 1.5months salary post 18 months of 

launch

% users that opt into financial literacy/coaching

Rs. Aggregate savings/employee across EWA+ rewards + 

savings + coaching

Embed In 

Culture

Managers report positive NPD wrt financial wellness and 

openness after 1yr of launch

Employees report positive NPS on co. Financial wellness program

>70% repeat users

Change Impact 

Assessment

% of users need / pain points addressed via in-app changes

% of user pain points solved via better adjacent employee benefits 

(eg medical, petrol, etc)
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Smooth transition with 

minimal disruption

Realize the employee 

benefits & priorities

Maximize the speed of 

adoption & usage

In case of pilot launch, in-

house learnings extended 

to other Units.

Key Impact Metrics to track

Outcomes experienced by client partners



As leaders, HR needs to emphasize on educating the employees on financial wellbeing and providing them with

avenues to explore. During the round table most CHROs agreed that Financial Wellbeing of employees is

equally essential as is their physical and mental wellbeing.
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Future Implications

Implications for Organizations Implications for Employees

Early Movers Advantage:

Organizations need to introduce financial

awareness programs at a very early stage so

that employees are aware and can take

informed decisions and manage their liabilities

and investments well.

Responsibility and Accountability: 

Employees as individuals should take charge of 

managing their own financial decisions.

Neutral well managed program: 

A financial wellbeing program, which is neutral, 

non-judgmental, and managed through a third 

party than the organizational HR, would help 

employees maintain their privacy and give them 

full control over their own preferences over 

managing financial wellbeing.

User Friendly and Insightful solution: 

An app-based solution where employees can 

get insights on their spending trends vs 

opportunity loss or gains, they would achieve by 

choosing a different response to purchases 

would slowly and steadily inculcate the habit of 

mindful spending and may promote a pro-saving 

behavior amongst employees.

Flexi Financial Solution: 

Multicultural, multigenerational workforce is 

inevitable and every individual regardless of 

age, gender, race may value different things. 

Hence a customised flexi financial solution 

where employees are empowered to take the 

charge of their money will help give them get 

that sense of power.

Hyper-personalized programs backed 

by data: 

This can be achieved by crafting personalized 

financial wellbeing experiences through use of 

real-time data, predictive analytics, AI etc. to 

understand the needs of different employee 

personas. 



Primary Research

SHRM in collaboration with Jify, organized Round

Table discussions across different locations in India

with over 60 Chief Human Resources Officers

and Senior Leaders from varied backgrounds and

industries. Additionally, through an online poll,

respondents were also asked to provide their

opinion on questions related financial wellbeing as a

priority for organizations where over 520

respondents across varied industries and

locations have been cited. The purpose of the

round table was to discuss and understand the

leader’s viewpoint on Financial Wellbeing of

employees, its impact over mental and physical

well-being and the measures organizations can take

to support their wellbeing in this ever-changing

world of uncertainties. CHROs discussed the impact

of the global and domestic economy on employee

wellness from their respective organization’s point-

of-view. The CHROs and senior leaders had

participated in this via an in-person discussion

conducted across Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore,

Hyderabad, and Pune locations.

Secondary Research

Some of the insights shared, have been cited from

SHRM research and surveys. Additionally,

longitudinal survey and insurance claims data from

US has been referred.

• https://shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-

forecasting/research-and-

surveys/Pages/Unlocking-the-Full-Potential-of-

Financial-Wellness-Benefits.aspx

• https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/b

usiness-transformation/library/employee-

financial-wellness-survey.html

• https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/trends-and-

forecasting/research-and-

surveys/documents/unlocking%20the%20full%2

0potential%20of%20financial%20wellness%20b

enefits.pdf

• file:///C:/Users/Nitya/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Wi

ndows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/0K2BDNUD/

Employee_Benefits_Survey_-

_Executive_Summary_-_FINAL.pdf

• https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-

topics/benefits/pages/benefits-priorities-shift-as-

the-pandemic-recedes-shrm-2022-employee-

benefits-survey-shows.aspx

• https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/hr-

magazine/winter2021/pages/millennials-turn-

40.aspx

• https://www.shrm.org/hr-today/news/all-things-

work/pages/gen-z-pushes-further-into-the-

workforce.aspx

•

• https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/a

t/Documents/human-capital/at-gen-z-millennial-

survey-2022.pdf

• https://www.shrm.org/foundation/ourwork/initiativ

es/the-aging-

workforce/Lists/Curated%20source%20for%20p

age%20The%20Aging%20Workforce/Attachmen

ts/17/2017%20TL%20Executive%20Summary-

FINAL.pdf

• https://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/172936/pwc-

financial-stress-and-bottom-line.pdf

• https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-

topics/benefits/pages/employers-feeling-

employees-financial-pain-enhancing-

benefits.aspx
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Jify is a B2B2C app for the employed workforce,

with a mission to make every borrower a net

saver.

Their offering focuses on 3 pillars to ensure

overall financial wellness of your employees

Access - to earned salary Real-time and

instantly at a 0% fee recovered from monthly

payroll with zero liability on the employer

Spend - A Rupay powered Card which helps

you earn while you spend through discount

coupons and Cashbacks on 50+ brands & Jify's

in-app discount store

Save - Simple Secure Savings tools including

fractional investment in digital and physical Gold

and financial education through coaching and

counseling sessions

Jify is trusted by over a million employees

across 100+ companies & backed by the finest

investors, such as Accel, Nexus & Sequoia

spark.

https://www.jify.co/
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About Jify & SHRM

As the voice of all things work, workers and

the workplace, SHRM (Society for Human

Resource Management) is the foremost

expert, convener and thought leader on

issues impacting today’s evolving workplaces.

With 300,000+ HR and business executive

members in 165 countries, SHRM impacts the

lives of more than 115 million workers and

families globally.

SHRM provides a platform for thought

leadership, sharing of best practices and

professional networking within the Indian and

global HR communities in order to take the

profession higher through continuous and

collaborative learning.

www.shrm.org

https://www.jify.co/
http://www.shrm.org/
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